PACKAGING SOLIDS
ECONOMICALLY

! When price and performance are a
great match
The CP600 blister machine in combination with
the P3200, the fastest synchronised cartoner,
make up a duo which is unbeatable in terms
of price and performance. The line is compact
and reliably delivers its promised performance
while taking up minimum space. Because of the
modest requirement for format parts, follow-on
investment is low and predictable.

2 Meeting the highest GMP standards
The separate dosaging area offers a high degree of operator protection from product dust,
even in the standard version.

CP600-P3200 blister line

!

1 High machine availability (OEE)
Film change without stopping the system:
holding stocks of base film in a storage box
plus smart control of the machine allows the
change to be made without stopping the
machines. Using the manual insertion chute,
blisters are inserted in gaps on the fly and at full
speed. In addition, any residual items can be
cartoned at the end of the batch in solo mode.
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3 Happy machine operators
Mediseal develops its machines with ergonomics in mind. The lidding film can be brought
to the machine on a trolley. The cutting and
gluing tables are positioned so that the operator can change films easily. Keeping it simple:
simple tools and no mechanical adjustments.
4 Easy monitoring of the production
process
The continuous transparent housing of the
entire line allows the best possible surveillance of the production process. The complete line, including all control systems, can be
controlled from a single control panel.

5 Excellent quality
The machine is equipped with a separate
discharge for perforation and stamping. Mechanical adjustment of the station is no longer
necessary. The highest product quality is
achieved even with demanding materials.
6 Fast format changes
Direct product transfer from the CP600 to the
P3200 cartoner takes place without fault-prone
intermediate stacking units. This reduces the
use of format parts to a minimum. The automatic carton height adjustment system also facilitates format changes and a 3-point guide ensures
that the cartons are conveyed smoothly.
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